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SEMINAR 1
Creativity 2021

The Rules for breaking creativity rules
with Yonathan Dominitz, Founder and Trainer,
Mindscapes, Israel

It is commonly agreed that outstanding creative ideas are those which break the rules
and manifest an original thinking or innovative creative approach.
Yet, looking at the process from a different perspective, an analysis of award winning
top creative ideas shows that, underneath the surface, these ideas share several
recurring thinking patterns, patterns that paradoxically help one to break the existing
moulds and originate surprising new ideas.
This seminar presents several creative thinking patterns behind the most awarded
creative ideas, and supplies structured, systematic and highly practical thinking tools
for creating original and innovative new ideas and campaigns. These tools are then
implemented by participants on several creative briefs and challenges, working in
small teams to develop new ideas based on the newly learned thinking tools.
Seminar structure
10 minute introduction
35 minutes: presentation of the first thinking tool, with participants challenged to
uncover the thinking pattern behind the various presented creative ideas
20 minutes: divide into breakout rooms for group exercise
15 minutes: presentation of ideas by the groups and discussion
35 minutes: presentation of the second and third thinking tool
5 minutes: summary and conclusion
About Yonathan
Yonathan is the founder of Mindscapes, a trainer and a leader of creativity and
innovation boosting projects for ad agencies and companies. 39 Cannes Lions,
including 3 Grand Prix, were given to works made by Mindscapes trained agencies,
using Mindscapes creative thinking tools.
Yonathan has personally conducted projects in numerous companies and leading
global advertising agencies. Mindscapes is active in more than 30 markets worldwide
(North and Latin America, Europe, Asia Pacific) and the company is one of the most
frequent workshop providers at Cannes Lions Festivals. Yonathan is a frequent
speaker at the Cannes Lions, Spikes Asia, Dubai Lynx and other creative festivals.

SEMINAR 2
Creativity 2021

Permission to think differently
with Ian Bates, Founder and Creative Partner,
Firehaus, UK

If ever an era required the power of creativity to solve challenges - for brands, for
businesses, for society - it is this one. But there’s no doubt that the logistical and
emotional toll of the way we’ve needed to work over the past year has often made
fresh ideas feel harder to come by.
In ‘Permission to think differently’, Firehaus founder and creative director Ian Bates
will reignite or fan the flames of ambition, capability and effectiveness with
provocations and practical techniques. All lessons learnt from a long career at the
creative coal-face.
Participants will be challenged through:
What do you really want to do?
The 3x3 Conditions for Creativity
The value of ideas, and new ways to have more of them
The value of 'why', and how you can use it
The value of insight, and how you can make it worth more
The value of time, and how to stop wasting it
The value of your colleagues, and how you can co-opt them
About Ian
Ian has spoken at Cannes, won multiple awards (including the DMA Grand Prix), is an
iDM tutor and a veteran of numerous judging panels – including D&AD and DMAs.
He’s a people-person and believes creativity is a renewable energy that builds brands,
people and teams.
‘...he cares an awful lot about helping to develop the skills of those around him. I feel
extremely
lucky to have worked with him.’ Sam Beament, Dyson
‘A passionate and articulate industry leader, Ian strives for excellence … while also
getting the most out of his teams’ Michael Hailey, Nike+

SEMINAR 3
Creativity 2021

A creative director's perspective on creativity
with Gabriela Lungu, Founder, Wings Creative
Leadership Lab and Global Creative Director,
VMLY&R Commerce, UK

Creativity is increasingly important to business success in PR and communications.
No matter if we’re talking about B2B or B2C, corporate or marketing PR, insurance
clients or beer brands, in today’s crowded PR landscape, all clients need creative
ideas to make their messages cut through the clutter, get noticed, and get traction.
Simply put - there is a stronger link between creativity and effectiveness: without a
strong creative approach of each project, achieving the needed results takes longer
and it is more expensive.
As a creative leader with more than 15-years’ experience, Gabriela will share her top
tips on how to make sure creativity thrives both at organisational, and at individual
level. Gabriela will talk about:
What makes an agency a creative organisation
Creative talent and leadership
Measurable creative goals
Effective and efficient creative process
And very importantly: how to take clients along on the creative journey, so they
can also see creativity as a necessity and become braver in their approaches
About Gabriela
Gabriela Lungu, founder of WINGS Creative Leadership Lab, has been a senior
creative leader for 15 years. She has worked for nearly 25 years for top firms in PR
and social, ATL & BTL in different countries and cultures, both agency and client side.
She has proven creative results, having won more than 150 awards & nominations in
the last 10 years, among which many coveted PR trophies such as PR Cannes LIONS,
Global SABRE Awards, European Excellence Awards and IPRA Golden World Awards.
She has been the PR Jury Chair of both the iconic CLIO Awards and the Dubai LYNX
International Festival of Creativity, and a juror for Cannes LIONS, D&AD, and others.
Before founding WINGS in 2016, she worked as Creative Partner with TBWA\London,
and prior to that as CCO UK & EMEA of Weber Shandwick. She currently works at
VMLY&R Commerce in London, as Global Creative Director. Back in her home country,
Romania, Gabriela has run successfully two PR agencies: Ogilvy PR, and her own firm,
THE PRACTICE, which was acquired by Publicis in 2013, when the agency was ranked
by The Holmes Report as one of the most creative PR firms in the world.

SEMINAR 4
Creativity 2021

Inclusive Marketing
with Ali Hanan, Founder & CEO, Creative Equals,
UK

This workshop looks at your creative process and a real life brief: we explore how we
need to consider diversity, what happens when we don’t. More importantly, we delve
into how we can rewire the process to create authentic work that resonates with our
audiences. We’ll explore how inclusion and diversity is shaping award-winning
thinking – and is at the heart of the consumer experience.
What to expect
We look at our own biases, the biases that show up in the creative briefing process,
stereotypes and how they can impact work. Finally, we investigate how to rewire the
briefing process.
Outcomes
Rewire the way creatives think about the brief to work process and how bias and
stereotypes can come into play
Understand the end-to-end effects of bias and tackle it at every stage
Create set of guiding principles to be shared internally and with clients/agencies
About Ali
Ali Hanan started work at ‘Ogilvy Interactive’ as a copywriter in 1999. She worked up
to a creative director level and has worked for some of the world’s biggest brands
(Dulux, Nike, Guinness) at some of the UK’s leading agencies (R/GA, AKQA, Ogilvy and
more).
Throughout her 20+ year career, she saw the impact of the lack of diversity within the
UK industry in its internal teams and in advertising/PR/press and media narratives. In
the UK this year, just 17% of Creative Directors are women; and 1-2% come from
multi-cultural/BAME backgrounds; collective bias has a profound impact on who is
'seen' in the media and who products and services are designed for.
Ali set up Creative Equals as the change we need to see across the industry. She left
her role at a tech start-up in 2017 and focused all her efforts into growing the
organisation. Four years later, the business is an award- winning global consultancy,
spanning the UK, US and India.

SEMINAR 5
Creativity 2021

Collaborative creativity- with clients too?
with Peter Comber, Creative Strategist and CEO,
Atstrat and Author, Collaborative Creativity, Italy

Creativity is contextual. From conception to consumption, every idea is inspired,
informed, influenced, decoded and judged, in context.
Collaborative Creativity exposes the ideation process to raw hunks of relevant
context by involving diverse groups of stakeholders in a series of specifically designed
creative exercises. And yes, the stakeholders can, and often should, include clients.
Please join Peter Comber for an exclusive seminar on Collaborative Creativity - to
learn how you can understand and influence creative context.
About Peter
Peter is a Creative Director and expert in applied creativity, who’s career began in
1983 in graphic design, rapidly progressed to consumer advertising, embraced digital
advertising and marketing in the early ’90s and began to specialise in healthcare
communication problems in 2004. Through decades of working for some of the
world’s largest brands and as a founder of three successful creativity-based start-ups,
Peter has acquired unique practical knowledge of the power of group creativity.
He is the architect of the Collaborative Creativity methodology and author of the
Amazon bestseller ‘The Forces of Collaborative Creativity’, the first book to describe a
creative teamwork methodology developed specifically for healthcare businesses.
Born and raised in South East England, Peter considers himself a Britalian, having
lived most of his life in Italy and for brief periods in various corners of the globe. He
is a founding partner and President of Atstrat, a company providing Collaborative
Creativity services to the healthcare industry, where he helps pharmaceutical
companies solve complex problems, design Patient Support Programmes and
improve the quality of life of families living with healthcare issues.

